AUTHORIZED TRAINING PARTNER

Accredited Amazon Web Services
Training Courses

As a member of the AWS Partner Network (APN) and as the most experienced authorised
UK training provider, QA can support you wherever you are in your cloud journey.

QA has a team of certified trainers dedicated to providing a supportive learning environment. You will acquire valuable skills and learn
the latest AWS advancements for use in everyday work situations, enabling you to get the most from your AWS platform.

AWS Learning Journey
Introductory Level

Associate Level

Advanced Level

Solutions Architect

SysOps Administrator

Developer

Business Decision Maker

AWS Technical Essentials
AMWSE

AWS Technical Essentials
AMWSE

AWS Technical Essentials
AMWSE

AWS Business Essentials
AMWSBE

Architecting
on AWS
AMWSA

System Operations
on AWS
AMWSSO

Developing
on AWS
AMWSD

Advanced Architecting
on AWS
AMWSAA

DevOps Engineering
on AWS
AMWSDE

DevOps Engineering
on AWS
AMWSDE

Certified Solutions Architect
Associate
Certified SysOps Administrator
Associate
Certified Developer
Associate
Certified Solutions Architect
Professional
Certified DevOps Engineer
Professional

Migrating to AWS AMWSM
Security Operations on AWS AMWSSEC

Specialist Level

Badges signify the opportunity to sit
applicable certifications (administrated at
Kryterion Centres) & Exam Workshops.

Optional Exam Workshop available

(Available across multiple roles)
Big Data on AWS AMWSBD
Data Warehousing on AWS AMWSBD

AWS Building a Serverless Data Lake AMWSBSDL

1 Day Workshops

AWS Secrets to Successful Cloud Transformations AMWSSCT

(Available across multiple roles)

AWS Certified Security
Speciality - BETA
AWS Certified Big Data
Speciality
AWS Advanced Networking
Speciality

Deep Learning on AWS AMWSDL
Running Container-Enabled Microservices on AWS AMWSRCEM

Convenient & Flexible Learning Options

Instructor-led Classroom

Attend from Anywhere

On-site Courses

Join an AWS course at one of
our nationwide training centres for
an interactive, hands-on
learning experience.

Can’t make it to a training centre?
You can join the class virtually from the
comfort of your own home or office,
without losing the classroom experience.

If you have a team to train, QA can
come to your company’s office or
site of your choice to deliver
the course you need.

03450 747 978

QA.COM/AWS

trainaws@qa.com

Authorised Courses
AUTHORIZED TRAINING PARTNER

•AWS Technical Essentials: Technical end users learn basic
fundamentals to make informed IT solutions-based business
decisions.

•Big Data on AWS: Learn how to use Amazon’s big
data solution and leverage best practices to design
big data environments.

•AWS Business Essentials: Decision makers learn benefits
of cloud computing and how a cloud strategy can help meet
business objectives.

• AWS Accelerated course: For experienced AWS users,
delegates will learn best practices and how to optimise and
leverage AWS services and how to build complex solutions
that incorporate data services, governance and security.

•Architecting on AWS: Learn best practices and how to
optimise and leverage AWS services.
•Advanced Architecting on AWS: Learn to build complex
solutions that incorporate data services, governance and security.
•System Operations on AWS: Learn to create automatable
and repeatable deployments of networks and systems.
•DevOps Engineering on AWS: Learn the DevOps
methodology and common patterns to develop and deploy
applications.
•Developing on AWS: Learn to design and build secure,
reliable, scalable AWS-based applications.

•Security Operations on AWS: Learn how to efficiently use
AWS security services to stay secure and compliant in the AWS
Ccs cloud.
• Data Warehousing on AWS: Learn concepts, strategies, and
best practices for designing a cloud-based data warehousing
solution using Amazon Redshift, the petabyte-scale data
warehouse in AWS.
• Migrating to AWS: Learn how to plan and migrate existing
workloads on to AWS Cloud. You will also cover migration
strategies with a detailed discussion on each phase of the
migration process.

Exam prep workshops available - for more information visit QA.COM/AWS

Top 3 reasons to get AWS certified:
1. Validate your skill-set, knowledge and expertise on AWS.
2. Develop credibility amongst employers, colleagues and
the IT industry.
3. Gain recognition for your expertise.

AWS Certifications
AWS certifications recognise individuals who demonstrate
knowledge, skills and proficiency with AWS services.
Solution Architects, Developers and SysOps Administrators
have the opportunity to achieve credentials at two proficiency
levels: Associate or Professional.
Find more details on AWS certifications at:
qa.com/AWScertifications

We have trained 30 employees to date on the Architecting
on AWS training programme, which has been
organised and delivered by QA.
The training environment and experience has been consistently
impressive and QA have delivered a first class service to
arrange this collaborative initiative.
Learning and Development Specialist, Cognizant

03450 747 978

QA.COM/AWS

trainaws@qa.com

